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Abstract: In power systems with a high proportion of renewable power sources (PSHPRPSs), the
power constraints of the tie-line may limit the ability of the reserve power to accommodate uncertain
power generation, resulting in difficulties for the grid power balance. As uncertain power generation
cannot be predicted accurately and in accordance with the law of probability and statistics, it is
necessary to use a probability model to calculate the uncertain power of the tie-line. Here, day-ahead
prediction error probability optimal power flow (DPEPOPF) is proposed to calculate the tie-line
reserve power probability margin (TRPPM) in day-ahead dispatching. In day-ahead dispatching,
TRPPM is reserved for real-time dispatching to accommodate uncertain power generation, so as to
avoid tie-line power congestion. This study classifies the area of the grid based on the principle of
area control error accommodation, and the DPEPOPF is divided into two categories: An inter-area
day-ahead prediction error probability optimal power flow mathematical model, and an intra-area
day-ahead prediction error probability optimal power flow mathematical model. The point estimate
optimization algorithm was implemented in MATLAB 8.3.0.532 (R2014a) to calculate the TRPPM.
The simulation results verify the accuracy of the model and effectively avoid power congestion of
the tie-line.

Keywords: uncertain power generation; PSHPRPSs; day-ahead dispatching; dispatch control system;
tie-line power constraint; DPEPOPF; TRPPM

1. Introduction

Renewable power sources such as wind and solar power have uncertainties characterized based
on randomness and intermittence. Grids with a high proportion of uncertain power sources are
power systems with a high proportion of renewable power sources (PSHPRPSs). PSHPRPSs have a
large degree of uncertain power generation. In order to maintain grid power balance, the PSHPRPSs
must have a dispatch control system (DCS) with power accommodation capability to accommodate
uncertain power generation. Conventional power grids do not have any uncertain power sources,
so the day-ahead prediction of load power is relatively accurate. Therefore, the power prediction
error is within the regulation range of the automatic generation control (AGC); accordingly, there is no
requirement for other power balance links. In contrast, because of the large proportion of uncertain
power sources, the error in day-ahead power prediction for PSHPRPSs is large, and the AGC cannot
balance the uncertain power unless a real-time scaled power balance link is added. For the grid DCS,
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some studies have suggested three time scale options (short-term dispatching, real-time dispatching,
and AGC [1]), while others propose four time scale options (day-ahead dispatching, rolling power
dispatching, real-time dispatching, and AGC [2]). Research on the DCS of PSHPRPSs has mainly
focused on increasing the power balance link over a short time scale, and on modifying the generation
plan step-by-step to accommodate uncertain power generation [3–8]. Considering that the presence of
too many short time scale power balancing links will affect the efficiency of the grid DCS, this study
has adopted a three time scale DCS with day-ahead dispatching, real-time dispatching, and AGC.

In the DCS of PSHPRPSs, the accommodation of uncertain power generation is based on power
forecasting. The day-ahead dispatching plan is formulated according to the day-ahead power
forecast. According to the uncertain power source power prediction error between the real-time
and day-ahead predictions (i.e., the uncertain power generation), a real-time power generation
plan is formulated to ensure that the power error after real-time accommodation is within the
AGC accommodation range. To effectively accommodate uncertain power generation in real-time
dispatching, the day-ahead dispatching needs to reserve sufficient reserve power for real-time
dispatching, including controllable power sources [9–13], energy storage technology [14–16], and active
load [17–20]. Uncertain power generation cannot be accurately predicted with current technology,
whether or not the physical prediction method [21–23], statistical prediction method [24–27], or
comprehensive prediction method [28–30] is used. Therefore, the reserved power capacity is uncertain.

To accommodate the power prediction error of renewable energy sources, some works have
conducted uncertainty analysis research. Considering a small hydropower source with no reservoir,
a day-ahead dispatching model was proposed in reference [31] for a distributed power grid system
which contains several distributed generators, such as small hydropower and wind power sources, and
energy storage systems. In the presence of renewable energy sources and storage devices, Papari et al.
proposed a stochastic framework for the optimal operation and management of hybrid alternating
current (AC)–direct current (DC) microgrids [32]. A multi-time scale robust economic dispatch strategy
with a multi-source hybrid power system based on variable confidence levels was proposed to reduce
the impact of the renewable energy power prediction uncertainty [33]. Additionally, Papari et al.
also developed a new two-stage approach for accurate modeling and prediction of tidal current to
utilize renewable energy sources with unreliable and intermittent characteristics [34]. Each of the
above works has provided good progress towards accommodating the power prediction error of
renewable energy sources. However, these literatures do not study this problem from the perspective
of power grid DCS, which requires reserve power to accommodate the power prediction error of
renewable energy sources. To avoid tie-line power congestion affecting the utilization of reserve power,
it is necessary to reserve a tie-line power margin for reserve power in the day-ahead dispatching of
PSHPRPSs. Therefore, in comparison with the existing literature, the main contributions of this work
can be summarized as follows: (1) The tie-line reserve power probability margin (TRPPM) is set aside
for reserve power in the day-ahead dispatching to avoid power congestion in real-time dispatching. (2)
The power prediction error of renewable energy sources is accommodated from the perspective of grid
DCS. (3) The day-ahead prediction error probability optimal power flow (DPEPOPF) can simplify the
probabilistic optimal power flow model and improve its efficiency.

The day-ahead predicted errors of uncertain power generation conform to the laws of probability
and statistics [35–37], and the tie-line reserve power margin for balancing day-ahead predicted errors
conforms to probability and statistics laws. Therefore, the probability model is adopted in this study.
Sensitivity is used to estimate the effect of parameter changes on the transfer capacity. This procedure
is linearly approximate and quick [38]. Due to the large error of power forecasting, the day-ahead
dispatching plan cannot be accurate, and the power prediction error is accommodated by real-time
dispatching and AGC. On this basis, we developed a mathematical model of DPEPOPF, which solves
the numerical characteristics of the TRPPM in day-ahead dispatching. Based on this, the tie-line reserve
power probability margin can be determined, which lays a foundation for real-time dispatching to
effectively accommodate uncertain power.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the divided power grid
according to the property of the power source. Section 3 presents the DPEPOPF mathematical model
and its solution. Section 4 presents the simulation results for the DPEPOPF, as applied to the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 118 bus test system to calculate the TRPPM in the day-ahead
dispatching. Finally, the conclusions of this work are presented in Section 5.

2. Grid Area Division Based on Power Source Properties

To reduce or avoid the impact of the power generation uncertainty on other grid areas, the
uncertain power generation needs to be accommodated in a way that complies with the principle of
area control error accommodation. The power generated from large uncertain power sources such as
large wind and photovoltaic power stations needs to be transported via a tie-line to other grid areas
where the load is concentrated. For large uncertain power sources that cannot be accommodated
nearby, it is necessary to use the reserve power of other grid areas for accommodation. Based on
the principle of area control error accommodation, the whole power system needs to be divided into
several power grid areas.

2.1. Types of Grid Area Division Based on Power Source Properties

There are many methods for dividing the power grid area. According to the property of the power
source in the grid areas, this study divides them into three types: A type I grid not only contains an
uncertain power sources, but also has accommodation capacity. A type II grid is a power system with
only uncertain power sources. A type III grid is a power system without an uncertain power sources,
but which has the ability to accommodate uncertain power generation. In addition, other factors
such as the uncertain power source correlation and geographical distance should also be considered
when dividing a power grid area. After division, uncertain power sources in the same power grid
area have greater correlations, while uncertain power sources in different power grid areas have
lesser correlations.

According to the property of power supply, a power grid can be divided into power grid areas of
types I, II, and III. For example, the power system shown in Figure 1a consists of five grids: One type I,
one type II, and three type III grids. Each power grid area is equivalent to a power source and a load.
The equivalent diagram of the power grid area is shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the power grid area division process. (a) Power grid area schematic
diagram; (b) equivalent grid area schematic diagram.

2.2. Equivalent Parameters of Power Grid Area

Equivalent parameters of a power grid area can be divided into internal equivalence parameters
and tie-line equivalence parameters. The equivalent power grid with M buses is shown in Figure 2 [39].
According to the principle of radial equivalent independent (REI) equivalence, the grid area containing
M buses is equivalent to a single equivalent bus Ml.
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Figure 2. Diagram of an equivalent power grid.

For the grid area with G power sources, the total active power of the grid is equivalent to the active
power of equivalent bus Ml. The active power Pg of the equivalent bus Ml is defined by Equation (1):

Pg =
G∑

i=1

Pg,i (1)

where Pg,i is the active power of each power source.
For the grid area with D loads, the total load of the grid is equivalent to the load power of

equivalent bus Ml. The load power Pl of the equivalent bus Ml is defined by Equation (2):

Pl =
D∑

i=1

Pl,i (2)

where Pl,i is the power of each load.
Generally, there are several tie-lines between the two power grid areas, as shown in Figure 3.
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After the power grid area is equivalent to an equivalent bus. As shown in Figure 3, there are
L tie-lines between the two equivalent buses; the reactance of the tth tie-line is Xi j,t. The equivalent
active powers of the two equivalent buses are Pi and P j; the equivalent phase angles of two equivalent
buses are θi and θ j.

According to the DC power flow model, the active power of tth tie-line is defined by Equation (3):

Pi j,t =
θi − θ j

Xi j,t
, t = 1, 2, · · · L (3)
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The tie-line power between two equivalent buses is the sum of each tie-line power. The total
active power of the tie-line between the two equivalent buses is defined by Equation (4):

Pi j = Pi j,1 + Pi j,2 + · · ·+ Pi j,t (4)

where Pi j is the total power of tie-line; Pi j,t is the power of tth tie-line.
According to Equations (3) and (4), the total reactance between the two equivalent buses can be

calculated. Therefore, the equivalent parameter of the tie-line between two equivalent buses is defined
by Equation (5):

Xi j =
1

L∑
t=1

1
Xi j,t

(5)

3. Prediction Error Probability Optimal Power Flow for Day-Ahead Dispatching

The day-ahead dispatching power consists of the day-ahead power prediction value and power
prediction error. According to the power predicted value of the day-ahead dispatching, the day-ahead
power generation plan is formulated. According to historical statistical data for power prediction
error, the reserve power is set. To avoid tie-line power congestion, the day-ahead dispatching needs
to reserve the TRPPM for the reserve power. Previous research has shown that uncertain power
generation obeys probability distributions [40–42], and many studies assume that the day-ahead power
prediction error of uncertain power source obeys the normal distribution [43–45]. Given this context,
this section proposes the DPEPOPF and its optimization algorithm to solve the TRPPM.

3.1. DPEPOPF Based on Grid Area Division

Uncertain power generation affects the amplitude and frequency of voltage. To avoid a larger
area being affected by the uncertain power generation, the uncertain power generation should be
accommodated for in the area control. Therefore, this study divides the power grid and accommodates
the uncertain power generation in its own power grid area based on the principle of area control
error accommodation to avoid affecting other power grid areas. Based on the power grid division,
this study divides the tie-lines into inter-area tie-lines and intra-area tie-lines. In China, renewable
energy sources and main loads are generally distributed in different power grid areas. Therefore, the
tie-lines between renewable energy sources and main loads are important objects of our research. For
this reason, we need to study the reserve power margin of the inter-area tie-line. On this basis, the
DPEPOPF is divided into two models: An inter-area DPEPOPF mathematical model, and an intra-area
DPEPOPF mathematical model. The TRPPM can be divided into the inter-area TRPPM and intra-area
TRPPM. In this study, the inter-area DPEPOPF and intra-area DPEPOPF methods are used to calculate
the inter-area TRPPM and the intra-area TRPPM, respectively.

Based on the principle of area control error accommodation, the power grid area first carries out
self-accommodation, and then carries out a grid equivalent calculation. For the equivalent grid area,
the inter-area TRPPM is calculated by the inter-area DPEPOPF. The calculation value of inter-area
TRPPM is taken as the original data of the buses at both ends of the tie-line, and is brought into the
intra-area day-ahead DPEPOPF to calculate the intra-area TRPPM. The calculation flow chart is shown
in Figure 4.
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3.2. Inter-Area DPEPOPF

3.2.1. Prediction Error Probability Optimal Power Flow Mathematical Model

Active power distribution is mainly considered in day-ahead dispatching. Active power is
significantly affected by the phase angle of the bus voltage. To calculate the line power, the phase angle
of bus voltage should be calculated first.

For a PSHPRPSs that can be divided into n power grid areas, each power grid area is equivalent to
a single bus. The power variation of equivalent buses caused by uncertain power generation is defined
by Equation (6):

∆PZI = BZ · ∆θZI (6)

where ∆PZI is an n − 1 dimensional variable representing the power variation of equivalent bus.
The ∆PZI vector element is defined by Equation (7):

∆PZI = PZS − P0
ZI (7)

where PZS is the active power of the equivalent bus; P0
ZI is the calculated value of equivalent bus active

power. P0
ZI is calculated using AC power flow equations, which can reduce the error in the calculation

of ∆PZI.
The variable ∆θZI is n− 1 dimensional and represents the phase angle variable of the equivalent

bus. The voltage phase angle error calculated by the modified active power error is more accurate.
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The coefficient matrix BZ is an n− 1×n− 1 dimensional matrix whose elements are as shown in Equation
(8), where xi j is the inter-area tie-line equivalent parameter calculated according to Equation (5).

Bi j = −
1

xi j

Bii =
∑

j ∈ i
j , i

1
xi j (8)

Since the BZ matrix is an invertible matrix, Equation (6) is transformed into Equation (9):

∆θZI = BZ
−1
· ∆PZI= TZ · ∆PZI, (9)

For any branch l, the from-bus is the i bus, and the to-bus is the j bus. The active power variation
of the line between bus i and bus j is defined by Equation (10):

∆PZ,i j = V2
i
∗

yi0 + V2
i Gi j −ViV j

(
Gi j cos ∆θi j + Bi j sin ∆θi j

)
(10)

where yi0 represents the admittance between bus i and the zero-potential bus; Gi j represents the
conductance between bus i and bus j; and Bi j represents the reactance between bus i and bus j.

According to Equation (10), Equation (11) is used to calculate the power margin of each
inter-area tie-line.

∆PZL = f (∆θZ1, ∆θZ2, · · · , ∆θZn) (11)

When the power of the tie-line between power grid areas exceeds the upper limit, it is necessary
to adjust this power. For the PSHPRPSs, which can be divided into n power grid areas, the tie-line
power adjustment mathematical model is given by Equation (12). This equation satisfies the line
power constraint.

PZL
′ = f (θZ1

′,θZ2
′, · · · ,θZn

′) (12)

In order to avoid power congestion of tie-line between power grid areas, the maximum value
of tie-line reserve power probability margin is selected. The inter-area day-ahead prediction error
probability optimal power flow mathematical model is defined by Equation (13):

maxF(PZR,i) = max
∑

∆PZl,i (13)

The intra-area day-ahead prediction error probability optimal power flow mathematical model
of PSHPRPSs is constrained by power balance constraints, tie-line power constraints, and reserve
capacity constraints, as described and quantified below.

(1) Power balance constraint ∑
∆P f +

∑
Pr = 0 (14)

Equation (14) is a power balance constraint formula, where
∑

∆P f denotes the day-ahead power
prediction error and

∑
Pr denotes the reserve power.

(2) Tie-line power constraint

The active power variation ∆PZl,i of the power grid area tie-line should not be greater than the
line residual power margin ∆PZl,imax. The constraint is expressed as shown in Equation (15):

∆PZl,i ≤ ∆PZl,imax, i = 1, 2, · · · , L (15)
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(3) Reserve capacity constraint

The variable PZR,i denotes the reserve power of the ith power grid area, which satisfies the capacity
constraint shown in Equation (16):

PZR,imin ≤ PZR,i ≤ PZR,imax, i = 1, 2, · · · r (16)

Type I and type III power grids have the capacity of accommodation. According to the principle
of area control error accommodation, uncertain power generation should avoid flow to the external
power grid. Therefore, a type I power grid should be used first to accommodate uncertain power
generation. The accommodation capacity of a type I grid is

∑
PR,I, and that of a type III grid is

∑
PR,III.

The variable g(PZR,i) denotes the reserve power function and is defined by Equation (17):

g(PZR,i) =

{ ∑
PZR,I , i f

∑
PZR,i ≤

∑
PZR,I∑

PZR,I +
∑

PZR,III , i f
∑

PZR,i ≤
∑

PZR,I +
∑

PZR,III
(17)

3.2.2. Inter-Area Point Estimation Optimization Algorithm for DPEPOPF

The tie-line power variation ∆PZL and each value of power grid area uncertainty power generation
power ∆PZ f satisfy the functional relationship shown in Equation (18):

∆PZL = F
(
∆PZ f 1, ∆PZ f 2, · · · , ∆PZ f i, · · · , ∆PZ f n

)
(18)

where ∆PZ f i represents the uncertain power generation of the ith regional power grid; the mean is µZi
and the standard deviation is σZi. The value of ∆PZ f i, j is calculated using Equation (19) [46]:

∆PZ f i, j = µZi + ηZi, j · σZi, (19)

where ηZi, j denotes the standard location coefficient, which is calculated using Equation (20):

ηZi, j =

 λi,3
2 + (−1)3− j

·

√
λi,4 −

3
4 · λ

2
i,3 , j= 1, 2

0 , j= 3
(20)

where λ is calculated using the ratio of central moments M
(
∆PZ f i

)
to standard deviation σZi.

The M
(
∆PZ f i

)
value is calculated using Equation (21) and λ using Equation (22):

Mt
(
∆PZ f i

)
=

∫ +∞

−∞

(
∆PZ f i − µZi

)t

· f
(
∆PZ f i

)
d∆PZ f i (21)

λi,t =
Mt

(
∆PZ f i

)
(σZi)

t , t = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n (22)

In Equation (21), f
(
∆PZ f i

)
represents the probability density function (PDF) of the power grid

area uncertainty power generation.
According to Equation (18), if the power prediction error of uncertainty power source ∆PZ f obeys

the probability distribution, the inter-area tie-line power variation ∆PZL will also obey the probability
distribution. Here, the point estimation optimization algorithm for inter-area DPEPOPF is used to
obtain the numerical characteristics of inter-area tie-line power variation ∆PZL. The calculation steps
of the point estimation optimization algorithm are as follows:
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(1) According to Equation (23), the inter-area tie-line power PZL is calculated using the power grid
area uncertainty power source predicted value:

PZL = f (θZ1,θZ2, · · · ,θZn) (23)

(2) Whether any tie-line exceeds the upper limit power is detected according to Equation (24); if the
upper limit is exceeded, the third step will be executed; otherwise, the fourth step will be executed:

PZl ≤ PZlmax, i = 1, 2, · · · , L (24)

(3) According to Equation (12), the mathematical model of the inter-area tie-line power adjustment
power flow is used to adjust the tie-line power.

(4) The inter-area tie-line residual power margin is calculated according to Equation (25):

∆PZlmax = PZlmax − PZl (25)

(5) According to the point estimation optimization algorithm for the DPEPOPF, the variables ∆PZ f i
are selected in turn.

(6) The power grid area uncertain power generation probability variable is updated according to
Equation (19).

(7) After the power grid area is self-accommodated, the residual power margin ∆PZ f i
′ of power grid

area is calculated.
(8) According to Equation (11), the inter-area DPEPOPF is calculated.
(9) The mean µZl and standard deviation σZl of the inter-area TRPPM are calculated.

A flow chart of the inter-area point estimation optimization algorithm for DPEPOPF is shown
in Figure 5.
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3.3. Intra-Area DPEPOPF

3.3.1. Prediction Error Probability Optimal Power Flow Mathematical Model

For a PSHPRPS with n buses, the bus power variation caused by uncertain power generation is
defined by Equation (26):

∆PI = B · ∆θI (26)
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where ∆PI is an n − 1 dimensional variable representing the bus power variation. The ∆PI vector
element is defined by Equation (27):

∆PI = PS − P0
I (27)

where PS is the bus active power, and P0
I is the initially calculated bus active power. P0

I is calculated
using AC power flow equations, which can reduce the error in the ∆PI. The ∆θI is an n− 1 dimensional
variable representing the bus phase angle. The voltage phase angle error calculated using the modified
active power error is more accurate. The coefficient matrix B is an n− 1× n− 1 dimensional matrix
whose elements are as shown in Equation (8).

According to Equation (10), Equation (28) is used to calculate the power margin of each
intra-area tie-line.

∆PL = f (∆θ1, ∆θ2, · · · , ∆θn) (28)

When the power of the tie-line exceeds the upper limit, it is necessary to adjust the tie-line power.
For a PSHPRPS with N buses, the mathematical model of the tie-line power adjustment is given by
Equation (29). This equation satisfies the line power constraint.

PL
′ = f (θ1

′,θ2
′, · · · ,θn

′) (29)

To avoid tie-line power congestion, the maximum value of the tie-line reserve power probability
margin is selected. The intra-area DPEPOPF mathematical model is defined by Equation (30):

max F(PR,i) = max
∑

∆Pl,i (30)

The intra-area DPEPOPF mathematical model of PSHPRPSs is constrained by power balance
constraints, tie-line power constraints, and reserve capacity constraints, as described and
quantified below.

(1) Power balance constraint
Equation (31) is an expression of the power balance constraint:∑

∆PI +
∑

PR,I = 0 (31)

where
∑

∆PI represents the intra-area uncertain generating power; and
∑

PR,I represents total
reserve power.

(2) Tie-line power constraint
The active power variation ∆Pl,i of the power grid area tie-line should not be greater than the line

residual power margin ∆Pl,imax. The constraint is expressed by Equation (32):

∆Pl,i ≤ ∆Pl,imax, i = 1, 2, · · · , L (32)

(3) Reserve capacity constraint
The number of reserve power sources in the power grid is r, and PR,i represents the reserve power

generation power, which satisfies the reserve capacity constraint shown in Equation (33):

PR,imin ≤ PR,i ≤ PR,imax, i = 1, 2, · · · r (33)

3.3.2. Intra-Area DPEPOPF

Uncertain power generation ∆P f obeys the probability distribution. The tie-line power variation
∆PL and uncertainty power generation power ∆P f satisfy the functional relationship shown in
Equation (34):

∆PL = F
(
∆P f ,1, ∆P f ,2, · · · , ∆P f ,i, · · · , ∆P f ,n

)
(34)
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where ∆P f ,i represents the ith uncertain power generation variation; the mean is µi, and the standard
deviation is σi. According to the principle of power grid area division, the uncertain power sources in
the same power grid area are highly correlated, and ∆P f ,i is calculated using Equation (35):

∆P f ,i = µi + λ · σi, λ = 0, 1 (35)

According to Equation (34), the generation power uncertainty ∆P f will lead to tie-line power
variation ∆PL obeying the probability distribution. Here, the intra-area DPEPOPF optimization
algorithm is used to obtain the numerical characteristics of intra-area tie-line power variation ∆PL.
The calculation steps are as follows:

(1) According to Equation (36), the tie-line power PL is calculated using the uncertainty power source
predicted value:

PL = f (θ1,θ2, · · · ,θn) (36)

(2) Detecting whether each tie-line power exceeds the upper limit according to Equation (37). If the
upper limit is exceeded, the third step will be executed, otherwise the fourth step will be executed.

Pl ≤ Plmax (37)

(3) According to Equation (29), a mathematical model of the intra-area tie-line power adjustment
power flow is used to adjust the tie-line power.

(4) Each value of the tie-line residual power margin is calculated according to Equation (38):

∆Plmax = Plmax − Pl (38)

(5) Update the uncertain power generation probability variable according to Equation (35).
(6) According to Equation (28), the intra-area DPEPOPF is calculated.
(7) Calculate the mean µl and standard deviation σl of the intra-area TRPPM.

A flow chart of the intra-area the DPEPOPF optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
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4. Simulation Results

4.1. Modified IEEE 118 Bus Test System Raw Data

To verify the feasibility of the model, the DPEPOPF is applied to the modified IEEE 118 bus
test system to calculate the TRPPM for the day-ahead dispatching. The modified IEEE 118 bus test
system diagram is shown in Figure 7. Simulations were performed in MATLAB 8.3.0.532 (R2014a, The
MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA, USA) on a personal computer with an i3-4170 CPU, 3.70 GHz processor,
and 4.0 GB RAM.
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Figure 7. Modified Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 118 bus test system diagram.
The orange power area grid is area 1; the blue power area grid is area 2; and the purple power area grid
is area 3. The thick black line is the inter-area tie-line.

According to the principles of the power grid area division explained in Section 2, this study
divides the modified IEEE 118 bus test system into three power grid areas [47]. The mean and standard
deviation of the uncertain power source prediction error are shown in Table A1.

Here, the DPEPOPF is used to calculate the TRPPM for day-ahead dispatching. Uncertainty
power source power prediction error obeying the probability distribution will lead to tie-line power
variation obeying the probability distribution. In the day-ahead dispatch, the tie-line needs to reserve
the TRPPM for reserve power. According to the PDF, the probability values corresponding to the
different TRPPM can be obtained.

4.2. Simulation Results of Inter-Area TRPPM

According to Equation (11), the inter-area DPEPOPF mathematical model is used to solve the
inter-area TRPPM. Table 1 shows the numerical characteristics of the inter-area TRPPM. Using the
mean and standard deviation, the PDF and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the inter-area
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TRPPM can be calculated. According to the PDF, TRPPM is reserved for corresponding uncertain
power generations. Therefore, the accuracy of the inter-area DPEPOPF mathematical model and its
optimization algorithm are verified.

Table 1. Numerical characteristics of the tie-line reserve power probability margin (TRPPM).

From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation

15 33 −1.36 21.17
19 34 −0.68 10.66
30 38 −3.12 48.77
23 24 −2.65 41.38
47 69 −0.14 2.15
65 68 −2.39 37.38
49 69 −0.12 1.85

According to Table 1, the tie-line with the minimum mean and standard deviation is that between
bus 49 and bus 69; its PDF and CDF are shown in Figure 8. Under the same uncertain power generation,
the probability of the reserved power margin of the tie-line corresponding to the minimum mean and
standard deviation is smaller. In the process of accommodating power to participate in dispatching,
line power congestion is likely. Therefore, it is meaningful to study the TRPPM for such tie-lines to
avoid power congestion.
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Figure 8. Probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the TRPPM
between bus 49 and bus 69. (a) PDF; (b) CDF.

4.3. Simulation Results of Intra-Area TRPPM

According to Equation (28), the TRPPM in areas 1–3 are calculated based on the intra-area
DPEPOPF and its optimization algorithm.

Tables A2–A4 (Appendix B) show the numerical characteristics of the TRPPM calculated by
simulation in power grid areas 1–3, respectively. Using the mean and standard deviation, the PDF and
CDF of intra-area TRPPM can be calculated. In day-ahead dispatching, according to the PDF of TRPPM,
different sizes of the TRPPM are reserved for different magnitudes of uncertain power generation.

For the three regions, Table 2 shows the numerical characteristics of the mean and standard
deviation corresponding to the minimum TRPPM. The mean of the TRPPM between bus 18 and bus 19
is the smallest, and the standard deviation of the TRPPM between bus 68 and bus 116 is the smallest.
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Table 2. Numerical characteristics of the mean and standard deviation corresponding to the
minimum TRPPM.

Condition From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation

Minimum mean 18 19 −0.1840 22.0614
Minimum standard deviation 68 116 0 0.0013

Figures 9 and 10, respectively, depict the PDF and CDF of the corresponding TRPPM when the
mean and standard deviation are minimum. According to the PDF, the TRPPM is reserved for different
magnitudes of uncertain power generation. Therefore, the accuracy of the intra-area DPEPOPF
mathematical model and its optimization algorithm is verified.
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Figure 9. PDF and CDF of the mean minimum corresponding TRPPM. (a) PDF; (b) CDF.
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Figure 10. PDF and CDF of the standard deviation minimum corresponding to the TRPPM. (a) PDF;
(b) CDF.

4.4. Discussion

Equations (6) and (9) are DC power flow model equations. Equations (7) and (10) are AC power
flow model equations. Therefore, the DPEPOPF mathematical model is a combination of AC power
flow and DC power flow. In reference [48], a probabilistic optimal DC power flow model is proposed
and solved by the method of combined cumulants and Gram–Charlier expansion. In this paper, the
calculation results of the DPEPOPF model and the DC power flow model were compared with the AC
power flow model, respectively, to verify that the calculation results of the power flow model proposed
in this paper are more accurate than the DC power flow model, and approximate to the AC model
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results. In this paper, the operation time of the DPEPOPF model, the DC power flow model, and the
AC power flow model were compared to verify that the operation speed of the model proposed in this
paper is faster than that of the AC model, and is similar to that of the DC model.

In order to verify the accuracy of the calculation results of the power flow model proposed in this
paper, the calculation results of the DPEPOPF model and the DC power flow model were compared
with the AC power flow model, respectively. The relative error of the calculation results of the two
models relative to the AC power flow model is defined by Equation (39):

error =
|PAC − PL|

PAC
× 100% (39)

where error represents the percentage error of the simulation result; PAC represents the simulation
result of the AC power flow model; PL represents the simulation result of the DPEPOPF mathematical
model or DC power flow model. The average percentage error error is calculated by Equation (40):

error =
∑

error
NL

(40)

where NL represents the total number of percentages error.
According to Table 3, the average relative error of the DPEPOPF and the AC power flow calculation

result is 0.396%; the average relative error of the DC power flow and the AC power flow calculation
result is 11.05%. The simulation results show that the results of the optimal power flow model proposed
in this paper are similar to those of the AC power flow model, and more accurate than those of the DC
power flow model. What is more, the proportion of uncertain power source in PSHPRPSs is higher,
and the day-ahead prediction error of renewable energy sources is generally about 25%. According to
Table 3, the average relative error of the DPEPOPF and the AC power flow calculation result is 0.396%,
which is much smaller than the power prediction error in PSHPRPSs. Therefore, the simulation results
prove the accuracy of the DPEPOPF model proposed in this paper.

Table 3. Average percentage error of simulation results. DC, direct current.

Power Flow Model DPEPOPF Model DC Power Flow Model

error 0.396% 11.05%

In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed model, the operation time of the optimal power
flow model, AC power flow model, and DC power flow model are compared.

As shown in Table 4, the operation time of the DPEPOPF model is shorter than that of the AC
power flow, and similar to that of the DC power flow. Therefore, the simulation results show that the
proposed model has high computational efficiency.

Table 4. Simulation operation time. AC, alternating current.

Model DPEPOPF Model DC Power Flow Model AC Power Flow Model

Operation time (s) 0.076 0.023 0.270

The simulation results show that the proposed probabilistic optimal power flow model not only
has high calculation accuracy, but also has high calculation efficiency.

Large-scale renewable energy sources and main loads are usually distributed in different power
grid areas. The power generated by large renewable energy sources needs to be transmitted via a tie-line
to other grid areas where the load is concentrated. Therefore, to accommodate the uncertain power
generation of large renewable energy sources, it is necessary to reserve a reserve power probability
margin for inter-area tie-lines. The simulation results presented in Section 4.2 show the solution of
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TRPPM of inter-area tie-lines, which was obtained using the inter-area DPEPOPF and its optimization
algorithm. To accommodate the intra-area uncertain power generation, it is necessary to reserve a
reserve power probability margin for the intra-area tie-lines. The simulation results in Section 4.3
show the solution of TRPPM of intra-area tie-lines, which was obtained using the intra-area DPEPOPF
and its optimization algorithm. As the uncertain power generation cannot be predicted in advance,
in order to avoid the impact of tie-line congestion on the real-time dispatching and to accommodate
uncertain power generation, this study calculated the PDF and CDF of the TRPPM for each tie-line.
Thus, the TRPPM is reserved for uncertain power generation with different probabilities. Based on
the simulation results presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the model proposed in this paper and its
optimization algorithm can effectively reserve the TRPPM for each tie-line. Based on the comparison of
DPEPOPF mathematical model and AC power flow simulation results, the accuracy of the DPEPOPF
mathematical model and its optimization algorithm is verified.

5. Conclusions

To avoid tie-line power congestion in the process of accommodating uncertain power generation
in PSHPRPSs, this study developed a DPEPOPF. To avoid uncertain power generation affecting the
external power grid, this study adopted the principle of area control error accommodation and divides
the power grid area according to the properties of the power source. Based on the grid area division,
the DPEPOPF was divided into two categories: An inter-area DPEPOPF mathematical model and
an intra-area DPEPOPF mathematical model. The mathematical model was solved using the point
estimation method of probabilistic optimal power flow, and the mean and standard deviation of
TRPPM for each tie-line are obtained. Furthermore, the PDF and CDF of the TRPPM were obtained.
To avoid tie-line power congestion, this model can reserve different TRPPM for different uncertain
power generation. The simulation results verify the accuracy of the model and effectively avoid power
congestion in the tie-line. For day-ahead dispatching with low accuracy requirements, this model
significantly improves operation efficiency.
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Nomenclature

PSHPRPSs Power systems with a high proportion of renewable power sources
DPEPOPF Day-ahead prediction error probability optimal power flow
TRPPM Tie-line reserve power probability margin
DCS Dispatch control system
AGC Automatic generation control
CDF Cumulative distribution function
PDF Probability density function
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
DC Direct current
REI Radial equivalent independent
AC Alternating current
Ml Equivalent bus
Pg Active power of the equivalent bus
Pg,i Active power of each power source
Pl,i Power of each load
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Pi j Total power of tie-line
Pi j,t Power of tth tie-line
Xi j,t Reactance of the tth tie-line
∆PZI Power variation of equivalent bus
PZS Active power of the equivalent bus
∆θZI Phase angle variable of the equivalent bus
P0

ZI Calculated value of equivalent bus active power
yi0 Admittance between bus i and the zero-potential bus
Gi j Conductance between bus i and bus j
Bi j Represents the reactance between bus i and bus j
∆PZL Power margin of inter-area tie-line∑

∆P f Day-ahead power prediction error∑
Pr Reserve power

∆PZl,imax Line residual power margin
PZR,i Reserve power of the ith power grid area
g
(
PZR,i

)
Reserve power function∑

PR,I Accommodation capacity of a type I grid∑
PR,III Accommodation capacity of a type III grid

∆PZ f i Uncertain power generation of the ith regional power grid
ηZi, j Standard location coefficient
M

(
∆PZ f i

)
Central moments

µ Mean
σZi Standard deviation
f
(
∆PZ f i

)
PDF of the power grid area uncertainty power generation

∆PZ f Power prediction error of uncertainty power source
∆PZlmax Inter-area tie-line residual power margin∑

∆PI Intra-area uncertain generating power∑
PR,I Total reserve power

error Percentage error of the simulation result
PAC Simulation result of the AC power flow model
PL Simulation result of the DPEPOPF mathematical model
error Average percentage error

Appendix A

Appendix A presents the numerical characteristics of uncertain power source prediction errors for the
modified IEEE 118 bus test system (see Section 4.1 for details).

Table A1. Numerical characteristics of uncertain power source prediction errors for the modified IEEE
118 bus test system.

Bus Mean Standard Deviation Area

12 0.0555 0.407 1
25 0.096 0.64 1
26 0.0828 0.7452 1
36 0.015 0.18 2
42 0.03 0.205 2
55 0.02 0.20 2
59 0.102 0.51 2
66 0.0984 0.984 2
74 0.02 0.20 3
80 0.1154 1.154 3
91 0.015 0.18 3
100 0.1056 0.704 3
105 0.035 0.195 3
110 0.04 0.17 3
112 0.025 0.205 3
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Appendix B

Appendix B presents the simulation results of the modified IEEE 118 bus test system intra-area TRPPM
(see Section 4.3 for details).

Table A2. Numerical characteristics of the TRPPM in area 1.

From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation

2 1 0.60 5.28 20 19 1.58 17.31
3 1 −0.59 4.72 15 19 −1.40 10.62
5 4 −2.45 5.25 21 20 1.58 17.31
5 3 −1.35 0.64 22 21 1.58 17.31
5 6 −2.46 5.37 23 22 1.58 17.31
6 7 −2.46 5.37 25 23 3.56 34.59
9 8 −23.43 26.57 26 25 −3.39 4.66
8 5 −9.02 3.65 25 27 2.65 24.75
10 9 −23.43 26.57 27 28 1.02 10.15
4 11 −2.45 4.75 28 29 1.02 10.15
5 11 −2.76 4.18 30 17 −2.74 38.83
11 12 −4.05 15.26 30 8 14.41 32.92
12 2 0.60 5.28 26 30 11.67 79.18
12 3 0.76 4.08 17 31 −2.42 14.71
7 12 −2.46 5.37 31 29 −1.02 10.15
11 13 −1.16 6.34 23 32 1.98 17.28
12 14 −1.08 8.70 32 31 1.39 14.57
15 13 1.16 6.34 27 32 1.07 9.62
15 14 1.08 8.70 113 17 2.21 7.31
16 12 1.23 2.01 32 113 2.21 17.31
17 15 0.84 40.80 32 114 −0.55 4.98
17 16 1.23 2.01 27 115 0.55 4.98
17 18 −0.18 22.06 114 115 −0.55 4.98
18 19 −0.18 22.06 12 117 0.00 0.00

Table A3. Numerical characteristics of the TRPPM in area 2.

From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation

36 35 0.78 1.81 49 54 −2.48 22.40
37 35 −0.78 1.81 54 55 −0.64 6.03
37 33 0.00 0.00 54 56 −1.41 12.95
36 34 0.72 16.19 56 55 −2.10 20.03
37 34 −2.90 34.62 57 56 −1.22 11.03
38 37 10.80 36.20 50 57 −1.22 11.03
37 39 7.28 1.70 58 56 −1.02 9.18
37 40 7.21 10.01 51 58 −1.02 9.18
39 40 7.28 10.05 59 54 0.89 7.55
40 41 −6.02 10.01 59 56 1.55 13.14
42 40 6.04 0.81 59 55 0.73 6.05
42 41 6.02 0.81 60 59 −1.31 4.54
44 43 2.18 0.81 61 59 −1.35 4.67
34 43 −2.18 12.73 61 60 −0.91 3.11
45 44 2.18 20.81 62 60 −0.40 1.43
46 45 0.95 16.46 61 62 0.26 1.02
47 46 0.53 20.81 63 59 −4.37 15.04
48 46 0.42 16.46 64 63 −4.37 15.04
49 47 0.53 20.81 64 61 −2.00 6.76
49 42 9.05 0.43 65 38 10.80 36.20
49 45 1.23 11.92 65 64 −6.37 21.80
49 48 0.42 16.46 66 49 6.06 86.46
49 50 −1.22 11.03 66 62 −0.33 1.23
49 51 −1.47 13.32 67 62 −0.33 1.23
51 52 −0.46 4.13 65 66 −4.43 14.40
52 53 −0.46 4.13 66 67 −0.33 1.23
54 53 0.46 4.13
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Table A4. Numerical characteristics of the TRPPM in area 3.

From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation From-Bus To-Bus Mean Standard Deviation

68 69 12.60 54.03 93 94 0.53 17.92
69 70 16.15 41.86 94 95 4.37 11.13
70 24 17.80 21.16 96 80 2.62 5.11
70 71 17.80 63.24 96 82 4.06 33.91
72 24 17.80 6.75 94 96 4.93 12.56
71 72 17.80 43.25 97 80 2.62 5.11
71 73 0.00 20.00 98 80 4.82 12.60
70 74 −8.99 30.68 99 80 4.82 12.58
75 70 10.45 31.86 92 100 −1.34 21.31
69 75 4.73 6.75 94 100 −8.24 59.54
75 74 6.99 10.68 95 96 4.37 11.13
77 76 5.64 15.89 96 97 2.62 5.11
77 69 8.28 31.25 100 98 4.82 12.60
77 75 7.07 19.91 100 99 4.82 12.58
77 78 −3.27 18.04 101 100 −1.34 21.37
79 78 3.27 18.04 92 102 −1.34 21.37
80 77 10.56 58.29 102 101 −1.34 21.37
80 79 3.27 18.04 100 103 −5.95 33.98
81 68 12.60 54.03 100 104 −2.11 11.98
80 81 12.60 54.03 103 104 −0.74 4.17
82 77 7.18 9.29 103 105 −1.38 7.82
83 82 3.11 43.20 100 106 −1.94 11.04
84 83 1.34 18.58 104 105 −2.85 16.15
85 83 1.78 24.62 105 106 1.69 9.61
85 84 1.34 18.58 105 107 0.25 1.44
85 86 0.00 50.00 105 108 −2.67 15.50
87 86 0.00 50.00 106 107 −0.25 1.44
88 85 1.56 13.39 108 109 −2.67 15.50
89 85 1.56 13.41 103 110 −3.83 22.00
89 88 1.56 13.39 109 110 −2.67 15.50
89 90 −0.99 19.04 111 110 0.00 0.00
90 91 −0.99 19.04 110 112 −2.50 20.50
89 92 −2.13 77.48 68 116 0.00 0.00
91 92 0.51 1.04 75 118 −5.64 15.89
92 93 0.53 17.92 76 118 5.64 15.89
92 94 0.53 17.92
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